
from your good friends over at GoTriangle & GoDurham
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It takes a lot of 
air to fill those 
big tires!

AA is for Air



Did you know you 
can take your bike 
with you?  

BB is for Bike



CCis for Cord

Pull the cord to get 
off the bus!





DD is for Driver

Leslie is the driver. 
She loves greeting 
passengers each 
day!



The engine can 
be found in the 
back of the bus.



EE is for Engine



FFis for Fare

You must pay your fare 
to get on the bus.



GGis for Gate

Find the right gate to get 
where you want to go.



HH is for Heavy



Buses are very heavy! 
They can weigh up to 
44,000 pounds!



II is for Inside

There are lots of seats 
inside the bus.



JJis for Job

A lot of people take the 
bus to their job.



Kids can ride 
the bus too!

KK
is for Kids





LL is for Lane



The bus must stay in its 
lane at all times.



MM
is for Mirror

Mirrors help drivers to 
see behind them.



NN is for No!

There is no eating 
or drinking on the 
bus!



OOis for Off



Wait until the bus comes 
to a complete stop 
before you get off.



PPis for Park



At the end of the 
day, drivers will park 
the bus for the 
night. 



QQ
is for Quick

Drivers have to be quick but safe 
to get to their stops on time.



RRis for Road

Drivers drive 
on many roads 
during the day 
and night.



SSis for Sign

Signs tell you 
what you need to 
know about your 
bus stop.



TTis for Transit

Transit takes you 
to all the places you 

want to go!



UU
is for Uniform

Drivers will wear a 
uniform so you know who 
they are.



VVis for Vroom!

What sound does 
the bus make 
as it takes off? 
Vrooooooom!



WW
We wash the buses 
every week to keep 
them shiny and 
clean.

is for Wash



is for Wash



XXis for eXit

When you are ready 
to get off the bus, exit 
through the rear!



YYis for You

You can use your tablet 
or phone on the bus - 
the bus has wi-fi.



ZZ is for siZe

Did you know a bus 
can be 40 feet in 
size?





Check what you learned! 

Do you remember:

1. How much can a bus weigh?
2. What do we do to keep the buses clean?
3. What do the drivers wear so you know 

who they are?
4. Where is the engine?
5. Are you allowed to eat or drink on the 

bus?
6. How long is the bus?

Thank you for reading 

T is for Transit! 
We hope you’ll join us for a ride soon!






